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Summary 
 
The goal of this project was to find an effective way to collect data of the amount of waste 
produced from every building on campus. Akin to the data on building level utility usage (see 
Building Energy Monitoring and Analysis report), it is important to monitor, analyze, and map 
waste to assess problematic buildings (where more waste is generated than expected), document 
buildings where lower than expected amounts of waste is generated (and figure out why), 
generate effective plans for garbage and recyclables receptacles, and provide empirical data to 
assess the impact of waste reduction efforts. Our hypothesis is that students, staff, and faculty 
will more easily relate to building by building data (they can see how their building compares to 
others) than to generic numbers for the entire campus. This, in turn, should lead to more effective 
and more broadly engaged efforts to reduce waste on campus. We define waste as garbage, 
recyclables, and compostables for this project. Further, we suggest that the normalization method 
developed for the Building Energy Monitoring and Analysis project be used with waste data on 
campus, to allow for adequate comparisons between buildings. 
 
This building by building approach will help raise awareness of the patterns of waste generation 
on campus for students, faculty, prospective students, and alumni. It would also be of use to 
school administrators when determining where to focus efforts to improve the school’s 
environmental footprint. As the project spreads to off-campus buildings, similar impacts can be 
expected. Students, city employees, and others can experiment with waste reduction strategies 
and document pre- and post-experiment waste amounts, thus providing significant empirical 
evidence for evaluation and assessment. 
 
Methods and Results 
 
Unlike energy and utility data, no building-by-building data on waste on campus exists. As of 
spring semester 2012, the data available consists of waste weight from the residential side of 
campus and academic side of campus. Generating building-by-building waste data is a challenge, 
as we have not found evidence of such data collection besides a few studies focused on 
occasional sampling. Many ideas were proposed as we progressed through this project. Some 
may be worthy of consideration if appropriate funds can be found. 
 
The first proposed idea was to purchase “smart” garbage receptacles that continually monitor and 
report (wirelessly) the waste placed in them. Such bins could be placed around campus. One 
product, called Smart Bin, is used on many college campuses nationwide (see figure 1). Running 
on solar power and compressing the waste occasionally, this device wirelessly communicates to 
the services on campus and lets them know when trash is ready for pick up. The idea behind the 
Smart Bin is that minimizing the number of waste pickups will reduce the costs associated with 
waste pick-up. However, the Smart bin does not weigh waste, thus it does not meet our goals of 
documenting waste weight on campus at a scale below the current campus wide data. 



 

 
 

Figure 1: Solar Big Belly Waste Receptacle (http://bigbellysolar.com/) 
  
We then speculated on the feasibility of inventing a “Smarter Bin” which weighed waste and 
reported the weight on a regular basis. We researched different scale technologies that would 
either store weights in memory or send weights wirelessly to us by either phone or email (see 
figure 2). Such a device could be embedded in the base of a waste receptacle. Such a device may 
be worth investigating, but with limited time, we modified the idea to the placement or a smart 
scale under a trash bin for a week or two, collecting the data, then moving the scale to another 
designated trash bin on campus and than repeat the process all over again. The cost of such 
scales, the expertise needed to engineer it into a waste receptacle, and limited time led us to 
abandon this idea for the time being. 

  

 
 

Figure 2: Scale that sends data via 3G network to an iPhone (http://www.withings.com/) 
 

The next proposal involved a data logging scale that would be incorporated on the Ohio 
Wesleyan vehicle used for waste collection. In most cases, all the garbage and recyclables are 
picked up every week day at one location for every building on campus, providing a reliable 
location for monitoring waste data. We proposed to travel on a typical day of waste collection on 
campus, but were refused by the employee who collects the waste. We did, however, acquire a 



basic route for building by building waste collection on campus, suggesting that our idea of 
weighing waste at the point of pick up is a viable idea. Waste collection vehicles that weigh the 
garbage upon pick-up are available. The generic names for this technology is “On-board scales” 
or “Mobile weighing systems” (see Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Mobile Weighing Systems (http://www.moba.de/en/products/waste-and-logistics/on-board-scales.html) 
 

Such technology could be adapted to the existing OWU waste pick-up vehicle, although a new 
vehicle with a rear lift may be necessary to make the process work effectively. The general idea 
is to have the staff member who collects waste (garbage and recyclables) on campus set the 
waste on an on-board scale (possibly built into a rear lift on the vehicle) and weigh and record 
the data for each building. Such a method would add little time to the waste pick up process and 
provide building by building waste data on a daily basis. We believe this approach has promise 
and could generate building-by-building waste data for campus, but it would require an 
investment in appropriate waste weighing technology and potentially a new or significantly 
modified vehicle for waste pick-up on campus. Funds for such equipment could be requested in a 
grant, or a regional scale manufacturer (such as Mettler-Toledo) could be approached with a 
proposal for a collaborative project based on our ideas.  
 
Given time constraints of the semester, we decided to personally weigh the waste from five 
sample buildings on campus, with the guidance of Sean Kinghorn. This was a time consuming 
task, but the experience helped us to understand the complexity of measuring the amount of 
waste produced by each building on campus. Our five sample buildings were Beeghly Library, 
Sturges, Hamwill, Mowry and the Science Center. All of these buildings differ in size and 
function creating a diverse sample group. Before approaching this sampling process, some 
necessary issues about Ohio Wesleyan’s trash and recycling collection (waste stream) needed to 
be clarified. We learned that the waste on the residential side of campus was collected by the city 
of Delaware. OWU is charged based on how many dumpsters are filled and collected by the city. 



Waste Management collects waste on the academic side of campus. A man named Johnny 
collects waste and recyclables every weekday morning from each academic building and 
transports the waste to the Waste Management dumpster behind the Buildings and Grounds 
building. Hamilton Williams Campus Center (HWCC) produces enough waste that waste 
management collects directly from HWCC dumpsters. Waste Management bills the University 
per ton of waste and Sean was able to give us the data for the tonnage of waste from the 
Buildings and Grounds dumpster and HWCC dumpsters.  
 
To weigh waste we acquired an inexpensive bathroom scale. We had to wake up early in the 
morning, much earlier than either of us thought humanly possible. We ran into problems 
immediately. The first scale we purchased did not recognize weights below 50lbs, and the bins 
that contained the trash were different at every location (making it difficult to weigh waste). 
  

 
 

Figure 4: Waste waiting to be picked up at Beeghly and the Science Center (Spring 2012) 
 
We acquired a new scale that could weigh individual trash bags, but we found out that Struges 
centralized trash room also included Slocum’s and University’s trash and there was no way to 
distinguish Sturges’ waste. Regardless of these set backs we still found an effective way to 
collect data for Beeghly, Mowry, the Science Center and HWCC. Instead of weighing every bag 
at the centralized trash location of each building, we weighed a few sample trash bags at each 
location. We then calculated the average weight of a trash bag from each of the sample buildings 
and multiplied this by the amount of trash bags at that particular location, in order to estimate the 
amount of waste produced by these buildings. We also had the data of the final tonnage from 
Buildings and Grounds dumpster, which encompassed all the waste from the academic side of 
campus, excluding HWCC. The sampling data allowed us to come up with percentages of these 
sample buildings wastes for all academic waste, except HWCC.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Average weight of trash B&G (2011): 15.2 tons a month: does not include HWCC weights. 
 
Beeghly Sampling 
 72lbs day  
 504lbs/week 
 2016lbs/month 
 7% of B+G monthly trash 
 

Mowry Sampling 
 20lbs/day 
 100lbs/week (not open on 

weekends) 
 400lbs/month 
 1.3% of B+G monthly trash 

Science Center Sampling 
 187lbs/day 
 1309lbs/week 
 5236 lbs/month 
 17% of B+G monthly trash 

 
By comparing the Buildings and Grounds data to the HWCC data, we calculated that of all 

the waste produced on the academic side of campus 28% came from HWCC.   
 

Recommendations 
 
1. Our sampling approach provides only minimally better waste data for campus than the current 
situation with only general data about the waste generated on campus. Of the methods proposed, 
we suggest that an on-board scale for the OWU waste collection vehicle be investigated to allow 
for a building by building collection of OWU’s waste data. If incorporated in a truck lift at the 
rear of the waste collection vehicle the process would involve minimal changes in what the staff 
member currently does to collect waste. As with the utility data, there are important reasons to 
work at the building, rather than campus scale, with efforts to reduce waste on campus. Grant 
funds for such on-board weighing equipment should be sought, as well as contact with regional 
scale manufacturers (to see if a collaborative project could be instigated). If OWU is able to 
establish building-by-building waste monitoring, normalized as with the energy and utility data, 
we would be (we believe) the first campus to do this in the country. This, in addition to the use of 
this data to drive waste reduction efforts, makes it worthy of careful investigation. 
 
2. An alternative to weighing waste at each building is to effectively label waste bags by using 
color coding (see figure 5) and weigh the bags at a central location with a data logging scale (see 
figure 6). 

 
Figure 5: Assortment of colored waste bags (http://www.rbagco.com/) 

 
This approach would not require any changes in the waste collection routine, but would require a 
staff member or student (recycling coordinator, StAP position) to weigh the waste. There are 
many data logging scales that could weigh multiple trash bags at once, so this task would not be 
very time consuming. The data would have to be entered in the Sustainability Region database 
on a daily or weekly basis by the same staff member or student.  

 



 
Figure 7: Data logging scale (http://www.arlynscales.com/Industrial-Scales-Offer-USB-Flash-Datalogging-s/158.htm) 

 
3. Fieldwork sampling waste on campus, while providing only basic data, did provide more 
important insights into some problems with the waste and recycling process on campus. There is 
very little order to the layout of waste and recycling receptacles on campus, and minimal effort 
to separate waste from recyclables at the pick-up locations at each building. In particular, we 
documented evidence that seems to indicate that a significant amount of recyclable material is 
ending up in the trash (see figure 8).  
 

 
 

Figure 8: Bag of recycling in with bags of garbage (Spring 2012) 
 
It is possible that staff separates the bags with recyclables from the bags of garbage when 
unloading at the Buildings and Grounds dumpster, but we were not able to document this. Work 
in the spring of 2011 with Sean Kinghorn to locate new recycling receptacles on campus resulted 
in a staff member indicating that a significant number of bags of recycling are disposed of as 
garbage. It is possible that the efforts by students, staff, and faculty to recycle are being 
undermined once the recyclables leave campus buildings. While not wanting to besmirch the 
reputation of a B&G staff member, we do strongly recommend the waste stream of garbage and 
recyclables after they leave each campus building is organized to insure that recycling efforts are 
not being undermined once the material leaves each campus building. 
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